September 22, 2016

Fix The Court: A Discussion of SCOTUS Reforms

Time: 12:20pm - 1:20pm
Location: Silverman 240B

Join ACS for a discussion with constitutional scholars Professor Roosevelt, Professor Lee, and Professor Virelli from Stetson Law School. Panelists will discuss whether the U.S. Supreme Court should undertake reforms to become more modern and transparent - or whether the high court has legitimate reasons for its neo-Luddism.

Food will be served.

The event is co-sponsored by Fix the Court, a nonprofit that advocates for reforms to improve access to and accountability at the high court - from term limits to blind trusts to live broadcasts. The event will take place at 12:20 PM on Thursday, September 22nd in Silverman 240-B.

Free

Contact Info:
Glen Forster - glenforster@gmail.com